"An excellent programme...As well as more confidence, I have learnt tools to present better and
communicate more effectively."
(Sophie Morris, Director Millharbour Marketing.)

When you speak, do you want to be filled with stress, or breath?
Do you want your leaders to lead with confidence, and speak with clarity and conviction?

Too many people in companies sit there and suffer in silence. However, when people DO speak up
about a problem, share in team meetings, or are able to have that challenging conversation, solutions
can be found, the work environment greatly improved, productivity increases and less people take
time off sick or with stress, and less people resign.
Do you want to create company that has a culture of open communication, where people aren’t afraid to
speak up and share their ideas, thoughts, and feelings, and where their mental health is deemed important?

The work we do at Your Whole Voice fits both Learning & Development and Health & Wellness
requirements for your business. Greater vocal confidence benefits professional, personal, and social
elements of life, offering transferrable skills and improve the overall office atmosphere. Vocal
confidence and communication skills dramatically reduces stress created by workplace requirements
such as contributing to team meetings, delivering presentations, or facing potentially difficult
conversations. (Some people get so stressed about these situations that they lose focus, lose sleep or
take time off sick because of the stress caused.)
Develop, enhance, and improve communication and delivery to create connections, or get results.

I empower people to communicate more effectively by enhancing their awareness of what’s really
important, the impact they have in a room, and how they respond to others. I share tools,
techniques and exercises to acknowledge personal strengths and build growth areas, improve
communication and public speaking skills so you are ready to apply them when required. I also help
create or hone presentations or speeches so they are delivered with ease.
Learn to engage your audience and speak with more clarity, confidence and conviction; keeping
integrity intact to empower, influence and inspire others. The results of the work I do lead to more
aware and confident speakers armed with sharpened tools with which to improve current
communication skills, or conquer public speaking demons.
“Judith made something unenjoyable, enjoyable!”

Improve confidence and leadership skills. Increase engagement levels at work, in client meetings,
presentations or guest-speaking; whether that be in team meetings and town-halls, in the boardroom, with clients, or at conference.
When a leader is connected to what really matters and to the passion behind their purpose, they
inspire confidence. When an employee is more confident and able to express themselves they are
more likely to be involved, productive and effective. With greater self-awareness, you are more able
to connect with team members and potential clients, building rapport and adding value by having
better skills with which to maintaining strong relationships, potentially attracting more contracts.
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“My confidence in communicating to both small and large groups was much improved as a result of
applying the techniques I learned. I would recommend Judith’s coaching service without hesitation.”
(Ian Corbin ~ Manager, Operational Risk, Abu Dhabi Investment Council)

Talks/Lunch & Learn

Stop Suffering In Silence: A talk to highlight the importance of speaking up sooner rather than later, both for
positive mental health and better career prospects. I share some tools to be able to do that.
Brain, Body & Breath: The secrets to manage your nerves and deliver more confident presentations.

Group Workshop Options: All workshops are interactive and practical.

I can either tailor current workshop outlines, or create one bespoke according to your requirements. Current
options and prices are below. These rates do not include bespoke creation, travel expenses, travel time, or
accommodation expenses for work undertaken outside of London Zone 3, or within 60min drive time.
½ Day workshop:
The Whole V.O.I.C.E Method™ - Transforming Challenging Conversations from Confronting to Constructive
Awareness & Impact – An effective look at the Brain – Body – Breath connection when presenting or pitching.
Purely Practical – Body & Voice Tools & Techniques – breath, stance, vocal integrity
Communication Basics – Learning different styles & how to approach people individually.
1 Day workshop:
Speak Without Fear overview – Thoughts create reality, Judgement, Confidence, Body & Voice
Purely Practical Presentation – 5 R’s, 3 R’s & 4P’s including Body & Voice
Connected Communication – Basics plus personal Emotional Intelligence & testing approaches
2 Day Workshop:
(6 - 14 attendees – days can be split by a couple of weeks if team members can’t take two consecutive days)
Day 1 – Mindset Behind the Fear
An in-depth look at what challenges and beliefs people are carrying and what works for you with others.
Day 2 – Purely Practical Presentations OR Connected Communication
Also includes:
Body & Voice Tools & Techniques – breath, stance, vocal integrity
Delivery of presentation at the end of the day.
Additional Options
Individually Annotated Video Feedback
All group workshops include the option of a presentation/speech being videoed then given personal
annotation – so delegates can see their before/after development as well as having areas of focus and
improvement highlighted. These videos are only seen by the individual participant, not shown to the group
and are an excellent learning tool for the individual.
Please request at time of booking.
Post Workshop Surgery: Highly recommended for continuity and enhance implementation.
I return to you 6 weeks after the workshop and have a 20-25minute 1:1 session with each workshop attendee
where we work on either anything that has come in to their awareness as a challenge since the workshop, or
the more personal elements of any vocal confidence that they did not want to mention in front of colleagues.
“The team were very grateful for the sessions as it is so easy to slip into bad habits and we agree that we

will do a refresher…. I certainly feel there have been marked improvement in joint presentations.”
(Tod Davis, Director, Investment Companies Sales, Numis)
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Individual Vocal Confidence, Communication, or Life-Coaching Options:
1:1 Coaching - Individual sessions, tailor-made to work on specific challenges and requirements of
public speaking, delivering or creating a talk or presentation, or having a specific challenging
conversation. Alternatively, used for working through life challenges to improve work/life balance.
Option 1: Individual: May be held online or at your place of work.
Working with individuals for a minimum of 3 x sessions over a minimum of 3 weeks and maximum of 2 months
Option 2: Individual VIP Intensives: ½ Day , 1 Day, or 2 Day
These intensive sessions work on recognising and releasing deeply held beliefs. Excellent for those who have
recently been promoted, are looking for promotion, or who have a real block in public speaking or
communication.
We work with, a specific pitch, presentation, or speech; or on moving forward forever with your ability to
communicate with clarity, confidence and conviction, whatever the situation.
Option 3: Retainers
I am present in your office on an agreed day, or days, each month and any eligible staff member can book a 60
or 90 minute session in advance to work on a specific communication challenge, presentation, or speech.
Retainers are booked for periods of 6, 9 or 12 months and can be for a half day or whole day. The agreement
may also include company talks or workshops.
Aims In Speech: Some of the concepts I work with.
A speaker has an obligation to endeavour to change their vocal patterns when necessary and there are a few
main areas that can very simply help with this – these areas are covered in varying degrees depending on
which course or workshop you choose:
Mindset

- Being aware of what is standing in your way and what it is you want
(This is the #1 challenge and most important thing to work on for all people and situations)

Physicality - How your body and stance effects both your mindset and voice
Breath

- Breathe before and while you speak. Pause!

Vowel Sounds

- They form the basics of what we hear, so be clear as to how they are made

Pitch Range

- Exploring & modulating range of pitch and using it

Rhythm

- Distortion of rhythm/de-regularisation – Don’t get caught in a pattern.

Written Conceits

- Use Metaphor/Personification / Superlatives / Opposites to enhance your message

Verbal Conceits

- Repetition /Assonance /Alliteration /Onomatopoeia /Adjectives & adverbs \

“Thanks for yesterday, some very useful advice and tips… a very good few hours”
(James Glass, Director, Investment Companies Sales, Numis)
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TESTIMONIALS & FEEDBACK
Cerulli Asset Management
Benefits employees received from working in 1:1 sessions with Judith include:
Increased awareness of the impact they have on others in meetings and presentations
Ways to adjust bearing to create a desired impact or effect
Increased awareness of the relationship between voice and body
Tools to use to prepare for presentations/giving speeches
Techniques to use when speaking
Increased confidence around speaking in front of others
Nerve management (breath & body control)
Developed awareness of ways the voice can be used.

Workshop Feedback
“I found the session really useful and feeling a lot better about my upcoming teaching as a result!”
“Thanks very much for last week – it was a really great day.”
“Thank you for the tips and tricks with public speaking. Hopefully, I can put them into practice”

Numis Securities Limited
Workshop & 1:1 Session Feedback
"It was a very worthwhile course, we should all be doing more of this. I’m trying to implement Judith’s
suggestions on a constant basis."
"Structure, preparation, poise, vocal range - all useful stuff. Good fun!"
"I thought the group format worked well, gained confidence and control of voice"
“Course delivered in a nice format, which ensured (we were) prepared to be fairly open in front of colleagues”
"Gained awareness of my breath and of impact"

VIP 2-Day Intensive
I get on stage all the time, I’ve got a global business, I get asked to speak a lot , I do a lot of interviews, online
summits, speaking for others, flying all round the world delivering my own events … but I was never
comfortable doing it!
The sessions Judith did with me over those two days were so powerful, so phenomenal, it didn’t just impact on
my business, it’s impacted on me personally, it has impacted on my relationships, business and personal … It’s
very interesting, having had this training and these sessions with Judith, I became aware there were several
situations that really sprung up over the first month that usually I would have gone completely off my axis from,
but I didn’t. I was strong, I was certain, and I went in to those conversations with grace, but also knowing
where the line was. Judith really gave that to me.
So I would absolutely and whole-heartedly encourage you, find the time, and get on this two-day VIP Intensive
with Judith, because, seriously, your life will change. Make the commitment, make the change, make it happen
– you will be so glad that you did”
Sammy Blindell – CEO & Founder of How To Build A Brand
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